Effect of viscosity on heat transfer in nanoparticles
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Abstract
In our research, it has been concluded that there are various utilizing areas for Nano-fluids in industrial fields in solar energy systems and even thermal systems. The demotion of the particles in Nano-fluids as nonmetric size should vary between one to one hundred nanometers in the basic fluids. In this work, Nano-fluids usage in cooling or chilling and even heating and their usage districts were explored. Due to the researches, we identified that thermal conductivity’s efficiency affects of the differences of the Nano-fluids with different aspects.
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Nanopartiküllerde viskozitenin ısı transferine etkisi

Öz

Anahtar Kelimeler:Nano ağışkanlar, Isıl Transferi, Nanopartikül, viskozite, termal iletkenlik.
1. Introduction

One of the most important topics in engineering is being the cost-effectiveness in products. Due to basic Natural science, there are various types of colloidal. Moreover, the important point in colloidal is their article which include clusters and Pickering emulsions [1,2]. Most of the times the nanoparticles are dispersed in a liquid base fluid. Although essentially the word ‘Nano fluid’ approved by Choi in International mechanical engineering congress and exhibition, San Francisco, 1995 [3]. Illustrative figures below in Figure 1 demonstrate the solid nanostructured materials with various properties.

Fig. 1. Divergent construction of Nanomaterials [4–6].

The characters of nanoparticles are commented with their amount of surfaces and not their mass or weight and bulk [7]. The nature of nanoparticles leads them to possess appropriate thermal, electrical, biological, optical and catalytic properties, better performance and conduct them to be practical in various heat transfer engineering applications [8]. As it can be easily understood from figure 3, the heat conduction of Nano-fluids affects by different factors such as size, shape, thermal conductivity and temperature [9]. Even in Figure 3 the grain size, boundary, surface interactions, doping and temperature results on Nano-fluids has been depicted.

Fig. 2. The most effective thermal conductivity parameters on Nano-fluids [9].

Also various items are effective in the heat transfer of Nano fluids that are called Thermo-physical properties: such as the geometry of the Nano fluids, the structure of the base fluid, and the boundary conditions of fluids. Figure 4 reveals the ubiquitous usage of Nano materials.

Fig. 3. Grain size, grain boundary, surface interaction, doping, defect, and temperature effects on thermal conductivity of Nano fluids [10].

Fig. 4. Application of Nanomaterials and Nano fluids [8,11].

2. Material and Method

The physical properties such as thermal conductivity and viscosity are vital parameters to explore the possibility for heat transfer enhancement of passing and circulating fluid [12].

Mainly there are two procedures for the preparation of Nano fluids:

Single-step method and two-step method [13]. Figure 5 shows two different methods for the preparation of the Nano fluids.

Fig. 5. Two different methods for the preparation of the Nano fluids.
In the single-step technique, the generating of nanoparticles follows the production of Nano-fluids. Vapour deposition, submerged arc and chemical depletion are mainly used in single-step methods. Even, generally two-step methods used to produce Nano fluids for heat transfer. Furthermore, in two-step methods the process of the nanoparticles and Nano fluids is executed separately [12]. Also the improvement of thermal conductivity of Nano fluids while their working time would be the most logical way to boost their efficiency. In addition the various types of Nano fluids have expanded in the past couple of decades. Viscosity is one of the most important factors that regulate the skin fraction coefficient of the fluid [16], pressure reduction in the thermal system. As mentioned before viscosity effect the velocity of Nano fluids continuously the temperature characteristic of the heat transfer [17]. Parallel to the thermal conductivity, other factors such as size, dimension, shape, temperature, PH value, particle concentration and surfactant are effective in this issue. Due to scientific researches dynamic viscosity such as thermal conductivity is one of the key factors in Nano fluids[18]. The viscosity templates and even formulas contemplated the concentration of nanoparticles as a key that indicates the effectiveness of Nano fluids viscosity. Figure 6 demonstrates the most important factor on the viscosity of the fluids; here especially TiO₂ as Nano fluid has been selected.

3. Conclusions and Recommendations

The following results are obtained by using Nano fluid.

- It has been observed that adding nanoparticles into the basic fluid as pure water increases the amount of heat transfer by the convection method.
- According to the thermo physical properties of the Nano fluid, viscosity differed and consequently, it affected the heat transfer.
- With increasing the efficiency of heat transfer consequently, the Nano fluid morphological structure would be changed.
- The usage of Nano fluid in the industry has been widespread recently.
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